
Even dirtier IT jobs: The muck stops here
More dirty tech deeds, done dirt cheap
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Hey, we can't all have careers at Google. Sometimes when you work in IT, you have to hold

your nose and hope for the best.

Last year we named "The 7 dirtiest jobs in IT," but we barely scratched the topic's grime-caked

surface. In the world of technology, there's plenty of dirt to go around.

You may be ordered to crawl into the nastiest corners of your office -- or to explore the nastiest

corners of the Web. You may be required to stare zombie-like at a network monitoring console,

waiting (possibly hoping) for the alarms to go off, or be chained to an endless series of

spreadsheets and Word docs, looking for minute differences in data. You may end up berated,

belittled, or sobbed at for circumstances that have nothing to do with you.

[ Working with data in the cloud requires new thinking. InfoWorld shows you the way: How
Cosmos DB ensures data consistency in the global cloud. | Stay up on the cloud with
InfoWorld’s Cloud Computing Report newsletter. ]

And at some point in your IT career, you will probably be asked to spy on your fellow

employees -- or even your boss -- and fearlessly report what you find.

[ Have your own tale of dirty duty in IT? Share it in our forum. ] 

These seven jobs are not for the faint of heart or the weak of stomach. But they're out there; in

these dark economic times, you might consider yourself lucky to have one of them.
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